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ABSTRACT
Military rotorcraft is constantly exposed to the risk of the bullet impacts because
they operate in a battle environment. Since the bullet impact damage can be deadly to
crews, the fuel cells of military rotorcraft must be designed by taking extreme situations
into account. Fuel cell design factors to be considered include the internal fluid
pressure, the structural stress, and the kinetic energy of the bullet. Verification testing
using real objects is the best way to obtain these design data effectively, but, may be a
big burden due to the huge cost and long-term preparation efforts. The use of various
numerical simulations tests at an early design stage can reduce the risk of trial-anderror and improve prediction of performance. The present study investigated the effects
of bullet impacts on fuel cells using numerical simulation based on SPH(smoothed
particle hydrodynamic) conducted with the commercial package, LS-DYNA. Then, the
resulting equivalent stress, the internal pressure and the kinetic energy of the bullet
were evaluated in detail to examine the possible use of the numerical method to obtain
configuration design data for the fuel cell
1. INTRODUCTION
The basic function of an aircraft fuel cell is to store fuel. However, a fuel cell has a
significant influence on the survivability of crews in aircraft emergency situations. Thus,
the fuel cell should be designed by considering predictable extreme situations, such as
an internal explosion or fire, in order to improve the survivability of the crew. To prove
the soundness of a fuel cell, the U.S. government has established a military
specification, so called MIL-DTL-27422 (U.S. Army Aviation and Missile Command
2007), and requires the relevant test be performed under strict standards. In order to
prove the soundness of a fuel cell, it is most preferred to carry out the verification test
using the actual product. However, a verification test using the actual product requires
considerable expense. In addition, the design and manufacturing of a fuel cell takes a
long time. Moreover, the cost of manufacturing a fuel cell may be a burden. When the
fuel cell test results in failure, the cost and time for further examination will affect the
overall aircraft production period. For instance, the most well-known rotorcrafts
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including the AH-64 Apache, UH-60 Blackhawk utility helicopter, and tilt rotor V-22
Osprey were all developed through several test failures and tough processes (Ugone et
al. 2002).
For these reasons, performing various numerical analyses of the fuel cell prior to
proof testing can minimize the reliance on trial and error, and its costs. Furthermore,
important design information may be produced through the cooperative research, since
these numerical analyses can accumulate test data for extended operating times.
However, in the past there have been numerous limitations to conducting such
complicated simulations, such as fluid-structure interactions (FSI), because they require
significant amounts of computer resources. Recently, with advanced technological
breakthroughs and developments in computing and specialized software, it has
become more feasible to conduct research such as FSI using various scenarios.
This study carried out a numerical analysis of the FSI problem of the fuel cell
assembly considering the situation in which a projectile hits a military rotary wing
aircraft. There are two kinds of method for solving the FSI problem: the ALE method
based on FEM, and the element free method, such as smoothed particle
hydrodynamics (SPH).
ALE sets up a Lagrangian mesh for the structure and Eulerian mesh for the fluid.
This method can provide accurate results because it interchanges the interface
information between the structure and fluid. However, it requires excessive computing
time and computer resources. Moreover, under high-level impact conditions, ALE is
liable to fail in a contact situation due to excessive deformation of meshes. Furthermore,
it can cause fluid to leak out of the interface. SPH is based on the Lagrangian
methodology. SPH assumes that each particle represents a material property within in
a specific domain. Even though SPH requires a large number of particles for detailed
fluid simulations, it can solve the FSI problem quickly compared to the ALE method.
Regardless of twisted or excessive deformations, fluid does not leak out of the interface
so long as the contact conditions are well set up between both interfaces. After
considering the efficiency of the computing cost and propriety of the numerical
simulations, this study employed the SPH method for the FSI analysis. The focus of this
study was an FSI simulation based on SPH involving a bullet impact of a rotorcraft fuel
cell assembly using the commercial package LS-DYNA.
When a fuel cell is penetrated by anti-aircraft fire, there may be an internal explosion
due to the sudden rise of internal fluid pressure. Moreover, once the bullet is inside the
fluid, since the bullet’s movement changes irregularly, it is possible that it may have a
fatal effect on the health of the fuel cell itself and internal attachments. Empirically, the
bullet is likely to puncture the exit portion in the inclined posture. When the bullet hits
with high kinetic energy, it may also endanger the survival of the aircraft and crew by
causing excessive fuel leakage. In view of these emergency situations, in this present
study, critical design information such as the behavior of the bullet, the internal fluid
pressure and the stress values have been estimated. Furthermore, by evaluating how
changes in the kinetic energy of the bullet affect the fuel cell, we approached the
possibility of acquiring design data to help prepare for a bullet impact situation.
This study considers the real time dynamic behavior of the fuel cell assembly and
the internal fluid under a bullet impact load using an explicit method. The equivalent
stress was calculated for each fuel cell and the weak area of the fuel cell assembly was

investigated under a bullet impact load.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 briefly introduces the
methodology of the SPH. Section 3 explains the conditions for the numerical simulation
including the material information and analysis model using FEM and SPH. Finally,
Section 4 presents the results of the numerical simulations of the bullet impact.
2. Review of Smoothed Particle Hydrodynamics
SPH represents large deformations well because it does not have fixed connectivity
between particles. This method can be easily applied to complex geometries and largescale features are easy to obtain by tracing the particle motion. Because of these
advantages, SPH has been primarily applied to shock simulations, free surface flows,
and sound propagation (Monaghan et al.1983, Monaghan 1992, Herreros et al. 2011,
Shao et al. 2012, Marongiu et al. 2010). Recently, it has been effectively applied to high
explosive simulations and high velocity impact computation (Liu et al. 2003, Liu et al.
2013, Johnson et al. 1996).
The field values of each particle, f ( x) are evaluated using the smoothing kernel
function. The SPH formation is presented in Eq. (1), as follows:
f ( x)   f  x ' W  x  x ' , h  dx'  
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Here, W  x  is the smoothing kernel function, ρ is the particle density, m is the

particle mass, h is the smoothing length, and f  x j  is the physical value at the j

position.
The cubic spline function is mainly used for the smoothing kernel function as given in
Eq. (2).The smoothing kernel function, W  x  should satisfy the three kinds of condition
presented in Eq. (3) to Eq. (5).
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Delta function property : lim W  x  x' , h     x  x' 
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Compact condition : W  x  x' , h   0 when x  x '   h

(5)
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In Eq. (5), κ is a constant value that defines the effective non-zero area in the
smoothing kernel function.
In SPH, the continuity equation, momentum equation, and energy conservation are
discretized as described in Eqs. (6) to (8). These equations are evaluated at each time
step by the explicit integration procedure (Hahn 2009, Naval Surface Weapons Center
1997).
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Here,  i is a Lap
placian ope
erator.
Howe
ever, SPH has a de
efect in sh ock proble
em and, th
herefore, iit uses an artificial
viscosityy in orderr to impro
ove its sh
hock capturing abiliities. The artificial viscosity
functions as a resistive pres
ssure and tthermalize
es the kinetic energy in the sho
ock while
converting it into thermal energy.
e
Th en, this artificial vis
scosity term
m is adde
ed to the
momenttum and en
nergy equa
ations as fo
ollows.
Momenttum with arrtificial visccosity :
Energy with artific
cial viscosi ty :
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3.1 M
Material Info
ormation and Configu
uration of Fuel
F
Cell Assembly
A
As seen in Fig.1
1, the fuel cell
c materia
al largely consists
c
off three layeers. The re
einforcing
layer supports the
e external load. In de
etail, the ny
ylon 66 mo
olded into tthe rubberr decides
ness value
e of the re
einforcing layer. The
e self-sealling materrial layer is
s placed
the stiffn
between
n the reinfo
orcing laye
ers. It repa
airs the da
amaged arrea by sweelling of its
s sponge
structure
e after bein
ng puncturred.

Fig. 1 Section of fuel celll material

The o
overall con
nfigurations
s of fuel ce
ell assemb
bly are pre
esented in Fig. 2 and 3. The
names o
of each fue
el cell component an d other critical comp
ponents succh as meta
al fittings
are give
en in the figures. The
e fuel cell assembly consists of
o two gro ups: the le
eft group
and the right group. The leftt group hass the afterr fuel cell (A
AFT) and second fee
eder fuel
cell (FC
C2). The rig
ght group has the fo
orward fue
el cell (FW
WD) and firrst feeder fuel cell
(FC1). T
The FWD and
a AFT sttores fuel; the FC1 and FC2 tra
ansfer the ffuel into the engine
through the booste
er pump. Thus,
T
the F
FC1 and FC
C2 are called feeder cells.
The n
numerical model
m
cons
sists of a b
bulkhead, fuel
f
cell as
ssembly, a nd plumbin
ng. Each
o a metal fitting and
d skin. Moo
oney-Rivlin
n material m
model is employed
e
fuel cell consists of
for fuel cell skin and
a the ma
aterial data
a has been acquired
d from the previous research
al fitting is mainly us
sed to insttall the linee replacem
ment unit
(Kim et al. 2014). The meta
(LRU) or attach the fuel cell on the fusselage. As provided in Table 1, the materrial of the
p
iss aluminum
m. The thic
cknesses oof the bulkh
head and
bulkhead, metal fittting, and plumbing
mm; the me
etal fitting is 10.0mm
m and the skin
s
is 10.00mm.The diameter
plumbing are 2.0m
of the b
bullet is 14.5mm an
nd its matterial type is assum
med to be a rigid bo
ody with
cylindriccal configu
uration. The velocity of the no
ormal bulle
et is 900m
m/s~1,000m
m/s. This
study se
ets the inittial bullet speed
s
to 6
650m/s by
y assuming
g the condditions of striking
s
a
rotorcrafft from 800
0m away.

Fig. 2 Numerica
al Simulatio
on Model of
o Fuel Cell Assemblyy

Fig. 3 Boundary Con
ndition imposed on Bottom

Table 1 Input Da
ata of Matterials for the Nume
erical Sim ulation
Pa
art
Flu
uid
Skin of fuel cell

Metal fitting,
Bulkh
head
Plum
mbing

Bullet

Input Data
a
▪ Density : 998kg/m
m3
▪ Materia l model : Mooney-Riv
M
vlin Materiaal
▪ Density : 980kg/m
m3
▪ Poisson
n ratio : 0.4
49
▪ Thickne
ess : 10mm
m
▪ Materia l model: Piecewise linear plastiicity
▪ Density : 2,867kg//m3
▪ Young'ss modulus : 72.4GPa
a
▪ Poisson
n ratio : 0.3
33
f
: 10mm
m
 metal fitting

▪ Thickne
ess 
ad , plumbing
g : 2mm
bulkhea
▪ Materia l model : Rigid
R
▪ Density : 17,000 kg/m3
k
▪ Young'ss modulus : 370GPa
▪ Poisson
n ratio : 0.17
▪ Diamete
er : 14.5mm
m
▪ Initial sp
peed : 650 m/s

3.2 Fiinite Eleme
ent Model for Numerrical Simula
ation
The fiinite eleme
ent model is constru
ucted as displayed in
n Fig.4. Thhe total nu
umber of
shell ele
ements forr the fuel cell
c assem
mbly is 68,6
641. In de
etail, the FW
WD is con
nstructed
with 21,200 shell elements and the A
AFT has 15
5,541 shell elementss, FT1 has
s 10,005
shell ele
ements and FT2 has
s 10,003 sshell eleme
ents. The bulkhead
b
iis construc
cted with
16,165 sshell eleme
ents. The internal
i
flu
uid is filled with 1,207
7,614 particcles. To en
nsure the
results o
of the FSI analysis,
a
the contactt condition between the
t structuure and fluid should
be well defined. This
T
study applies th
he contactt keywords
s provided in LS-DY
YNA, e.g.
single su
urface, nod
de-to-surfa
ace, and s urface-to-s
surface. All contact cconditions between
each part are given in Table 2.

Fig
g. 4 Finite Element M
Model(section from to
op view)

Table 2 Contact con
nditions fo
or numeric
cal simulation of craash impactt
Conta
act conditio
on
Sing
gle Surface
e

Node
e to Surfac
ce

Surfacce to Surfa
ace

Applied Part
P
▪ fu el cell grou
up
▪ bu
ulkhead
▪ fu el cell grou
up ↔ fluid particle
umbing ↔ fluid partic
cle
▪ plu
▪ bu
ulkhead ↔ fluid partic
cle
▪ bu
ullet ↔ fluid
d particle
▪ bu
ulkhead ↔ fuel cell group
▪ bu
ulkhead ↔ bullet

4. Result of Nume
erical Sim
mulation
mpact on th
he Single Fuel
F
Cell
4.1 Im
Beforre simulating the bullet impact for the en
ntire fuel cell assembbly, simula
ation of a
single fu
uel cell wass performe
ed, to obtai n validatio
on of the nu
umerical m
model.
Fig.5 shows the
e numerica
al model fo
or the sing
gle fuel cell and the bboundary condition
c
imposed
d on the metal
m
fitting
g on the bo
ottom, and
d Fig.6 pre
esents the structure and fluid
section. A four nod
des shell element
e
is applied forr the structtural sectioon, and the
e internal
fluid with
h 85% volu
ume is mo
odeled by p
particles. The
T total number of sshell elements and
particless is 41,598
8 and 408,7
771, respe ctively.

a) Conffiguration of
o Fuel Cell for Nume
erical
(b) Bou
undary Conndition
Analysis
s
Fig
g. 5 Config
guration of Fuel Cell a
and Bound
dary Condition for Nuumerical
Analysis

(a) FEM
M for Struc
cture
(b) Particlle for Internnal Fluid
Fig. 6 Numeric
cal Model ffor Structurre and Inte
ernal Fluid

The first nume
erical exam
mple refleccts the ca
ase where
e a 14.5m
mm diametter bullet
cal analysis
s was perfformed in between
directly impacts att a speed of 650m/ss. Numeric
0.00~0.0
01 second
ds with a 1.3
1  107 tim
me step. Fig.
F 7 show
ws the effe
fect on the
e internal
fluid and
d the beha
avior of the
e bullet thro
ough the fu
uel cell from the mom
ment of strriking the
outer skkin. Becau
use the bullet lost en
nergy and overturne
ed due to fluid resis
stance, a
relativelyy larger arrea than the incident portion is damaged upon impaact when the
t bullet
exits.
A hyd
draulic ram
m effect is produced by the rap
pid increase
e of intern al pressure. It acts
as a sh
hock load on the sk
kin and m
metal fitting
gs. Considering this,, the resu
ult of the
equivale
ent stress distribution
d
n is shown in Fig. 8. The maxim
mum equivvalent stress of the
metal fittting and skin is ca
alculated to
o be 260M
MPa(@5.4ms) and 121MPa(@
@4.6ms),
respectivvely. Fig. 9 shows th
he deforme
ed configu
uration of the exit porrtion. Com
mpared to
the dam
mage of the
e incident portion,
p
the
e damage to
t the exit part is largge due to the
t bullet
overturn
ning.

Fig. 7 Behavior of
o the Bulle
et in the Internal Fluid
d over Tim
me

Fig. 8 Maxim
mum Equivvalent Stres
ss at Critic
cal Time

F 9 Emittting Mome
Fig.
ent of Bulle
et at Exit Portion
P
t interna
al pressure
e of the fluid particless from entrry to exit.
Fig. 10 iis the distrribution of the
As show
wn in Fig.10, at the
e moment of impactt to the incident porrtion(@0.2ms), the
maximum pressure
e is calcula
ated to be 368MPa. After
A
this moment,
m
thhe kinetic energy
e
of
the bulle
et is reducced, and th
he internall pressure also decreases to lless than 200MPa.
2
The kine
etic energyy of the bullet at the e
exit section
n is calcula
ated to be 595J. A bullet with
a kineticc energy off this level is conside
ered to hav
ve penetrated the outter skin by
y causing
a greate
er stress th
han the failure criteri a of the fu
uel cell material. From
m entry to exit, the
change in kinetic energy
e
of the bullet iss given in Fig.11.
F

Fig. 10
0 Change o
of the internal pressure

Fig. 11 Ch
hange in kkinetic enerrgy of the bullet
b
Fig.12 shows th
he behavio
or of the in
nternal fluid
d and bulle
et if the bu llet is shott from an
oblique angle with
h the sam
me bullet a
and speed
d condition
ns. At the moment of bullet
on the entry section
n, the inte
ernal press
sure rapidly increasees to 357MPa, as
impact o
shown in
n Fig.13. After
A
that, due
d to the resistance
e of the inner fluid, th e internal pressure

is reduced to less than 200M
MPa.
Simila
ar to the re
esult show
wn in Fig.7, in the process of go
oing througgh the interrnal fluid,
the bulle
et is overturned. Thiis behavio
or produces the hydrraulic ram and resullts in the
bending force on the
t metal fittings.
f
As shown in Fig.14, the
e maximum
m equivale
ent stress
metal fitting
g is calcula
ated to be 342MPa. After hittin
ng the exit portion, th
he speed
on the m
of the b
bullet is red
duced to 52.6m/s
5
an
nd the kine
etic energy
y is calculaated to be
e 301J at
that mom
ment. By im
mpacting in a diagon
nal directio
on the bulle
et does nott penetrate
e the exit
portion, because its kinetic energy h
has been reduced after
a
goingg through a longer
distance
e of fluid, as
a compare
ed to the sttraight imp
pact case.

Fig. 12
2 Behavior of the Bulllet in the In
nternal Fluid over Tim
me

Fig. 13
3 Change o
of the internal pressure

Fig. 14 Maximu
um Equiva lent Stress
s on the Me
etal Fittingg

Fig. 15 Change
C
of K
Kinetic Ene
ergy over Time
T
4.2 Im
mpact on th
he Full-sca
ale Fuel Ce
ell Assemb
bly
Nume
erical simu
ulations we
ere perform
med for sid
de impacts of the FT 1 and FWD from a
relative angle of 45deg.
4
und
der the sam
me impact conditions
s. Analysiss time was 0~0.015
7
secondss and the time step was 1.97  10 secon
nd. It took about 488 hours witth 64 bit
compute
ers.
4.2.1 Impact on
n the side of
o Feeder C
Cell
Intern
nal Behaviior, Pressure and Ene
ergy
Fig. 1
16 shows the
t behavior of the in
nternal fluid
d after the bullet imppact on the
e left side
of the F
FT1. After being disc
charged tow
ward the side
s
of the
e FT1 at a 45deg. angle, the
bullet pe
enetrates the
t bulkhea
ad, FT1 an
nd FWD prrogressively. In this pprocess, significant
damage
e is produce
ed at the entry
e
area o
of the FWD
D by the ov
verturning bullet.

Fig. 16 Behavio
or of Intern
nal Fluid &Bullet(Sec
ction View)
Fig. 1
17 and 18 show the results of tthe interna
al pressure
e of FT1 annd FWD over time.
Maximum pressure is calc
culated to be 295M
MPa and 98MPa inn FT1 an
nd FWD,
e the proje
ectile flight lasts for a very short time, thee internal pressure
respectivvely. Since
tends to
o decrease
e dramatica
ally after 2
2ms. As sh
hown in Fig
g.17, the innternal pre
essure of
FT 1 jum
mps at 0.6
6ms, then, is reduced
d more tha
an 70% aftter 2.0ms due to the
e sudden
loss of kinetic ene
ergy. Since that bul let goes through the
e bulkheadd and FT1
1, it was
calculate
ed to produce a relattively low i nternal pre
essure in the FWD bbecause off its great
amount of energy loss.
Fig. 19 shows the chang
ge in kine
etic energy
y of the bu
ullet over time. At the initial
impact m
moment, itts kinetic energy
e
is ccalculated to be 38,300J. Theen, when the bullet
impacts the FWD after pene
etrating the
e FT1 and bulkhead, its kineticc energy has
h been
reduced
d to 85%, which
w
is ca
alculated to
o be about 6,070J. Th
hen, the kiinetic enerrgy of the
projectile
e is reduced to 380J
J(@10.2m s) after go
oing interna
ally througgh the FWD. It has
been esstimated th
hat with a kinetic ene
ergy of thiis level the
e bullet caannot pass
s through
the fuel cell.

F 17 Inte
Fig.
ernal Presssure in FT1(Max.@0
0.6ms)

F 18 Inte
Fig.
ernal Presssure in FW
WD(Max.@3
3.2ms)

Fig
g. 19 Kinettic Energy of Bullet
Estim
mation of Equivalent
E
Stress
S
20 is the deformed
d
configuratio
c
on of the fu
uel cell at the time w
when the maximum
m
Fig. 2
equivale
ent stress occurs.
o
The maximum
m equivale
ent stress, 321MPa, is produce
ed on the
upper m
metal fitting of FT1. Maximum
M
e
equivalent stress is generated aat the time
e that the
bullet re
eaches the FWD thro
ough FT1. This is the
e reason why
w the hyydraulic ram
m affects
the fuel cell with a time diffe
erence. Th e internal behavior of
o the fluidd at that moment is
al fluid is
shown in Fig.21. While the bullet initiially penettrates the fuel cell, tthe interna
pushed forward suddenly. As
A this beh
havior resu
ults in a bending
b
efffect, the maximum
m
occurs on the
t
upper metal fittin
ng. The material of the
t metal ffitting is Aluminum
A
stress o
2014 T6
6. Conside
ering a tension stre
ength of 485MPa (yield strenggth 415MP
Pa), it is
estimate
ed that the
e metal fittting has a safety fa
actor of 1..3 times. F
Fig. 22 sh
hows the
distribution of the equivalentt stress on
n the fuel cell
c skin with
w the excception of the area
directly damaged by the bullet. Simila
ar to Fig.8,, because of the tim e differenc
ce of the
hydraulic ram, the
e maximum
m stress vvalue, 73M
MPa, is shown in thee area aro
ound the
metal fitttings afterr the bullett has alrea
ady been through
t
(@
@9.8ms). D
Due to the bending
load, ten
nsile load acts on the skin of t he fuel cell. From the results oof a specim
men test,
the dam
mage streng
gth of the skin
s
materrial was me
easured to
o be 144.899MPa. The
en, it can
be estim
mated that the
t skin arrea of the ffuel cell ha
as more tha
an twice saafety factorr.

Fig. 20 Maximum Equivalen
nt Stress att Critical Time(@8.6m
ms)

Fig. 21 Behavior
B
of
o Internal F
Fluid at the
e Critical Time(@8.6m
ms)

Fig. 22 Maximum Equiva
alent Stresss on the Skin
S
exceptt the Damaaged Area
4.2.2 Impact on
n the side of
o FWD
Fig. 2
23 presentts the beha
avior of the
e internal fluid when
n the bullett impacts the
t FWD
from the
e 45 deg. angle dire
ection. Wh en the FW
WD is pene
etrated at 0.6ms, the kinetic
energy of the bulllet is calc
culated to be 28,500J. After that,
t
the bbullet succ
cessively
penetrattes the ba
ackward wall of the FWD and
d the forwa
ard wall off the FT1 and the
change of kinetic energy
e
is shown
s
in F
Fig. 24. Co
ompared to
o the initial kinetic energy, the
kinetic e
energy of the bullet is
s then calcculated to be
b 1,030J, a decreasse of more
e than 90%
%
in the p
process of penetratin
ng FT1. In this proce
ess, the bullet
b
is tum
mbled and
d a large
amount of damage
e occurs in
n the exit ssection, as
s shown in Fig.25. Affter penetrating the
FT1, the
e bullet im
mpacts the exit area at 4.2ms. At this tim
me the kinnetic energ
gy of the
bullet is calculated
d to be 50
01J. It is co
oncluded that
t
a bullet with kinnetic energ
gy of this

level doe
es not pen
netrate the fuel cell m
material. Fig.26 show
ws the presssure distribution of
the interrnal fluid in
n the FWD. Maximum
m pressure
e is calcula
ated to be 3325MPa(@
@0.6ms).
After 1m
ms, the kiinetic energy and th
he interna
al pressure
e are reduuced to le
ess than
100MPa
a. As show
wn in Fig.27, the imp
pact load caused
c
by the hydrauulic ram in
nfluences
the meta
al fittings as
a a bendin
ng load. A
As a result, the maxim
mum equivvalent stres
ss on the
metal fitttings is calculated
c
to be 238
8MPa, wh
hich is con
nsidered tto be a lo
ow value
compare
ed to hitting
g the side of FT1. Th
he reason the hydrau
ulic ram is more conc
centrated
on the fu
uel cell is because
b
off the narro
ow space and
a short distance beetween edg
ges. This
can be sshown by comparing
c
Fig. 21 an
nd 27. Based on this,, the equivvalent stres
ss of FT1
is determ
mined to be
e higher th
han that of FWD.

Fig. 23 Behavio
or of Intern
nal Fluid &Bullet(Sec
ction View)

Fig
g. 24 Kinettic Energy of Bullet

Fig. 25 Be
ehavior of T
Tumbled Bullet(Top
B
view)
v

F 26 Inte
Fig.
ernal Presssure in FW
WD(Max.@0
0.6ms)

Fig. 27
7 Behavior of Internal Fluid at th
he Critical Time(Max. of Equivaalent Stress)

Fig. 28 Maximum Equivalent S
Stress at th
he Critical Time(@6.22ms)
5. CONC
CLUSIONS
S
This sstudy presented an FSI
F analyssis based on
o SPH sim
mulating buullet impac
cts with a
full-scale
e fuel cell assembly. The validiity of the commercia
c
l software (LS-DYNA
A) for the
applicatiion was de
emonstrate
ed through
h numerica
al example
e. The behhavior of the bullet
was invvestigated by numerrical resultts and the
e fluid pre
essure cauused by th
he bullet
impact and trajecctory was calculate
ed. Moreov
ver, the maximum
m
stress va
alue was
calculate
ed and bassed on that data, vuln
nerable are
eas were estimated
e
iin each fue
el cell.
Nume
erical analyysis was performed
p
ffor two cas
ses, where
e the bulleet impacted
d the fuel
assembly perpend
dicular to its side, and
d from a 45
5 deg. ang
gle. In bothh cases, the portion
of the fu
uel cell wh
here the bu
ullet exited
d was seve
erely dama
aged becaause the bu
ullet was
overturn
ned in the process
p
of penetratin
ng the interrnal fluid. In the simuulation resu
ult, it was
estimate
ed that the bullet could not pen etrate the internal fuel cell skinn to exit if itts kinetic
energy w
was reducced under 500J.Due
5
to the crea
ation of a hydraulic rram, the maximum
m
stress p
primarily occcurred on
n the top m
metal fittings. In detail, the maaximum eq
quivalent
stress w
was calcula
ated to be 321MPa iin a side impact of the
t FT1 annd 238MPa for the
FWD. The maximu
um equivalent stresss of the skin occurred
d around tthe top me
etal fitting
of the F
FWD and its value was
w calcula
ated to be 73MPa.Consideringg the results of the
specime
en test, it was
w estima
ated that th
he fuel cell skin was
s not damaaged as a result of
the bulle
et impact because
b
it was capab
ble of surviving twice
e that impaact, i.e., tha
at was its
safety fa
actor.
This sstudy onlyy performed numericcal simulatiions considering a bbullet impa
act to the
side of tthe FWD and
a FT1 in the fuel ccell assemb
bly, and co
onsidering only bulkh
head and
fuel cellss. Howeve
er, there co
ould be a m
much more
e severe case
c
involvving a bulle
et impact
in the ffuel cell assembly.
a
Therefore
e, to improve the crew’s suurvivability, various
additional critical conditions
s need to
o be considered in the desiggn of the fuel cell
assembly. This stu
udy shows that there
e are various design parameterrs which can affect
the bulle
et resistancce capability of fuel ccells. In th
he future, the reliabilitty of the numerical
n
simulatio
ons acquired in this study sshould be verified and,
a
if neecessary, the
t
data
correlation approa
ach betwe
een the n umerical simulation
s
and actuual test sh
hould be
conducted. Moreover, this sttudy will be
e extended
d to include
e estimatioons of bulle
et impact
to a full--scale airfra
ame coupled with an
n internal LRU and su
urrounding components.
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